2. Summary:

   A. Paragraph 10.27.3.4.b.- Corrected to state the MALS Commanding Officer is the designation authority for MALS AAS Program Manager.

   B. Paragraph 10.27.3.7.a. NOTE - Corrected to direct QA audits cover at least 25% of the equipment, records, documentation, and qualifications of personnel involved with AGS/ACSW maintenance.

   C. Paragraph 10.27.6.3 - Adds maintenance manuals as a reference for scheduled rounds based maintenance actions.

   D. Paragraph 10.27.8.3 - Adds a statement directing submitting units to select "Aviation" in the community field, when submitting their reports.

   E. Figure 10.27-1 (Page 1) - Deletes GAU-16/A .50 CAL.

   F. Figure 10.27-1 (Page 4) - Deletes P/Ns 12913464 and 12913464-1 from the 20mm M61A1 Automatic Cannon.
G. Figure 10.27-1 (Page 5) - Corrects the P/Ns for the Ammunition Drum to 1967B681 (A-D) and 10052627 (E-F).

H. Figure 10.27-1 (Page 8) - Deletes A/A49E-22 M240 Mount Assembly, A/A49E-22 GAU-16/M240 Base Assembly, A/A49E-22 GAU-16/M240 Arm Assembly, and A/A49E-22 GAU-16/M240 Mount Assembly.

3. Questions regarding this change should be directed to the CNAF Aircraft Armament System (AAS) Officer, via your applicable AAS Manager. POCs:

A. CNAF AAS Officer: Maj Stokes, A.B. USMC, Email: aaron.b.stokes@navy.mil, COM: (619) 545-1604

B. CNAP AAS Manager: AOCS Lambert, J.P. USN, Email: john.p.lambert@navy.mil, COM: (619) 545-2810

C. CNAP AAS Manager: GySgt Brown, N.M. USMC, Email: nicolas.m.brown1@navy.mil, COM: (619) 545-2810

D. CNAL AAS Manager: AOC Robinson, S.V. USN, Email: sarah.v.robinson@navy.mil, COM: (757) 836-8247

E. CNAL AAS Manager: GySgt Butler, S.W. USMC, Email: shane.w.butler@navy.mil, COM: (757) 836-8253

F. CNAFR AAS Manager: LT Watkins, C.A. USN, Email: carlos.a.watkins3@navy.mil, COM: (757) 322-2734

G. CNAFR AAS Manager: AOC Maine, B.K. USN, Email: barry.maine@navy.mil, COM: (757) 322-2676

H. ACC AAS Manager: AOC Childress, M.J. USN, Email: maurice.j.childress@navy.mil, COM: (301) 757-3034//BT #0111
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